
Villa Artina - Overview
Escape to the Greek islands with family-friendly Villa Artina, a bespoke three-bedroom luxury residence with a wealth of

remarkable facilities. From a private pool to a complete outdoor bar, this stylish villa is perfect for your Greek getaway.

Starting indoors, this villa offers a bespoke boutique experience, with minimalistic maritime-inspired décor, and high attention

to detail. The living room is the main space here, with panoramic sea views and a high, raftered ceiling helping to create an airy

ambience. A PlayStation, large TV and fireplace are all on-hand for cosy nights in, while the sliding doors provide access

directly to the outdoor pool terrace for those wanting to cool down. Close by, you’ll discover the kitchen and dining room,

fully-equipped for your culinary convenience.

Outside, the villa boasts a pool deck surrounded by tranquil gardens. The villa’s most prized asset is the azure swimming pool,

which can be heated by arrangement, and features hydromassage jets for your enjoyment. Steps away is the covered pergola

bar area, with outdoor kitchen facilities and seating, so you can enjoy the sea views in style. Additionally, a children’s pool area

and playground let younger guests let off steam.

Accommodation

Villa Artina has three bedrooms, and an additional folding two-person sofabed in the living room. Each boutique-style

bedroom features climate control, a flat-screen television and a safe.

There are two master bedrooms, each with a queen double bed and a private en-suite bathroom, as well as a junior bedroom

with two single beds.

Amenities
Three bedrooms

Three bathrooms

Wi-Fi

Air-conditioning

Kitchen



Flat-screen satellite TV

PlayStation

Laptop and printer

Safes

Outdoor bar

Private pool (heated at additional cost)

Children’s pool area

Outdoor heated shower

Furnished terrace

BBQ

Children’s playground

Private parking

Inclusions

Pool and Beach

Private pool with hydromassage and aeromassage

Children’s pool area

Heated outdoor shower

Services

Air-conditioning

Wi-Fi

Welcome pack with luxury continental breakfast ingredients, local delicacies, own-label wines and a prized olive oil

Daily cleaning

Transfers to and from the airport

Villa Pictures






